<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time/Day</th>
<th>Wednesday (8/3)</th>
<th>Thursday (8/4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 - 8:50</td>
<td>Sexual Trafficking: Understanding and Treatment...*</td>
<td>Getting the Word Out: Using Theory to Inform Trauma Related Prevention and Intervention Programs* CO-SPONSOR: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 9:50</td>
<td>Abuse by Religious Figures: Forensic and Clinical Outcomes*</td>
<td>Money for You and Your Research--An Interactive Mentoring Workshop Divisions 40, 1, 12, 20, 22, 43, 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 11:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 12:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 1:50</td>
<td>Trauma and Caregiving: Complicated Situations and Solutions* CO-SPONSOR: 12</td>
<td>Suicide in the Military--The Relational Context of a Leading Cause of Death in Service Members Divisions 19, 35, 43, 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 2:50</td>
<td>Assessment and Treatment of Torture Survivors: One Response to the Hoffman Report* CO-SPONSOR: 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 3:50</td>
<td></td>
<td>Beyond No Harm: Competence Across Biopsychosocial and existential domains in the treatment of trauma*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 4:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 5:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 6:50</td>
<td>4:15-5:15: Marginalized Males: Sexually Assaulted Men and Boys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - 7:50</td>
<td>6:15-7:15: Tips for Publishing Trauma-Related Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Social Hour</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Suite Programming (Hyatt Regency Blue Spruce Suite)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = CE credits available
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time/Day</th>
<th>Friday (8/5)</th>
<th>Saturday (8/6)</th>
<th>Sunday (8/7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 - 8:50</td>
<td>Transforming Genocidal Trauma into Meaning-Making &amp; Forgiveness.*&lt;br&gt;<strong>CO-SPONSOR: 32</strong></td>
<td>Education and Training in Trauma Psychology--From Undergraduate Through Post-Licensure</td>
<td>Responding to Disasters: Culture and Communication*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 9:50</td>
<td>Ethics and Self-Care: Challenges in Treating Trauma*&lt;br&gt;<strong>CO-SPONSOR: 29</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Helping Veterans with Reintegration and Recovery in Community Settings*&lt;br&gt;<strong>CO-SPONSOR: 19</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 10:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 11:50</td>
<td>Trauma in Context: Community and Law Enforcement Reactions to the Events in Ferguson, Missouri *</td>
<td>World Refugee Trauma: Women, Children, Families, and Social Justice*&lt;br&gt;<strong>CO-SPONSOR: 35</strong></td>
<td>International Disaster Psychology-Challenges to Training and Lessons Learned&lt;br&gt;<em>Divisions 52, 2, 12, 17, 56</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 12:50</td>
<td>Poster Session 1</td>
<td>Establishing a Clinical Practice in Trauma Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 1:50</td>
<td>Teaching a Trauma Psychology Course</td>
<td>Novel Solutions to Prevent Interpersonal Violence among Youth: Recent Findings and Future Directions*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 2:50</td>
<td>Q &amp; A on VA Careers and Collaborating with the VA to Treat Veterans</td>
<td>Poster Session 2</td>
<td>Forensic Work with Trauma Populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 3:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 4:50</td>
<td>Presidential Invited Address: Shaka Senghor</td>
<td>Trials, Tribulations, Possibilities--What do Do About Cannabis?&lt;br&gt;<em>Divisions 50, 9, 28, 44, 45, 53, 56</em></td>
<td>Division 56 Business Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 5:50</td>
<td>A Past Presidential Panel on Getting the Word Out on Trauma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 6:50</td>
<td>Social Hour &amp; Awards Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite Social Hour and Mixer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - 7:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUITE PROGRAMMING

Come join us in our spacious suite in the Hyatt Regency Blue Spruce Suite Located at 650 15th Street, Denver, CO 80202

THURSDAY 8/4/2016

4:15 PM – 5:15 PM
Suite Program: Marginalized Males: Sexually Assaulted Men and Boys
Presenters: Christopher Anderson & Steven Gold, Ph.D.

Despite an empirical, theoretical and clinical knowledge base about childhood sexual abuse and adult sexual assault that has rapidly burgeoned ever since the 1980s, the sexual violation of men and boys remains grossly underrepresented in the professional literature. This phenomenon and its clinical and social implications is an area, therefore, with which few professional psychologists are conversant. The sexual abuse of girls is unquestionably extremely widespread. It is estimated that between 20 and 25% of girls are sexually molested before the age of 18, and a recent study found that a remarkable 25% of undergraduate women report being sexually violated during their college years. However, the sexual abuse of men and boys is much more prevalent than is commonly recognized. Approximately one in every six boys (over 16%) is sexually abused before age 18, and the lifetime prevalence of sexual assault among adult men is about 4%. This presentation will explore various facets of male sexual assault from the diverse perspectives of survivor, advocate, and psychologist, and will encompass research findings, clinical issues, and policy implications of male sexual victimization. The particular aspects of the topic covered will include: (1) an overview of the prevalence, nature and long term psychological impact of sexual violation on boys and men; (2) common patterns of clergy sexual abuse of boys and the specific damage created by being betrayed in this fashion by a religious figure; and (3) common forms of sexual victimization of men in the military, where, due to the extremely large proportion of males to females, the sheer number of men who are sexually assaulted is substantial and far outweighs that of women. A theme running throughout the presentation will be the social stigma associated with male sexual assault and the invalidation that men who are sexually violated routinely experience.
5:15 PM – 6:15 PM
Suite Program: *Internet Interventions in Trauma*
Presenter: Charles Benight, Ph.D.

Dr. Benight will discuss his experiences over the past decade with technology development and working with a university technology transfer office. He will describe the process of collaborating with computer science colleagues, seeking NIMH Science Technology Transfer Grant funding, starting a business, negotiating a licensing agreement with the university, identifying leadership to run the company, seeking legal advice, and how to keep some sanity in the process.

6:15 PM – 7:15 PM
Suite Program: *Tips for Publishing Trauma-Related Research*
Presenter: Kathleen Kendall-Tackett, Ph.D.

Writing about your work is an effective way to educate your colleagues and your clients. It can also change the world--one reader at a time. Many professionals may want to write, but are afraid of the process. Publishing doesn't have to be a mystery! Learn how to be a more effective and confident writer of journal articles, how to negotiate the peer-review system, and how to get more things published.

**FRIDAY 8/5/2016**

12:00 PM – 12:50 PM
Suite Program: *Establishing a Clinical Practice in Trauma Psychology*
Presenters: Laura Brown, Ph.D. ABPP, Christine Courtois, Ph.D. ABPP, Constance Dalenberg, Ph.D., & Dawn M Hughes, Ph.D. ABPP

This presentation will provide information on establishing a clinical practice in trauma psychology. Four leading trauma psychologists will discuss considerations in starting a clinical practice such as carefully vetting partners and closely supervising associates, along with closing a practice. Issues related to intellectual, emotional and cultural competence will be discussed in detail along with strategies for success in trauma-informed psychotherapy practice.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Suite Program: *Teaching a Trauma Psychology Course*

Drs. Henning and Brand will do informal presentations about the rationale and structure of their undergraduate and graduate trauma courses. Dr. Henning will also discuss the graduate specialization in trauma that she created and directs. The presenters will allow time for questions and discussion, as well as make their syllabi available. Other professors who teach trauma courses are welcome to bring their syllabi to share.
2:00 PM – 2:50 PM
Suite Program: Q & A on VA Careers and Collaborating with the VA to Treat Veterans
Presenters: Sonya Norman, Ph.D. & Mandy Rabenhorst, Ph.D.

Psychologists work for VA in a variety of capacities, including as clinicians, administrators, researchers, educators and leaders. Drs. Mandy Rabenhorst and Sonya Norman, two VA psychologists who have worked in the VA in a number of capacities in both local and national positions, will be available to discuss VA careers. Topics can include training for a VA career, applying for VA jobs, and thriving in VA. Resources on working with Veterans within VA and beyond will also be available.

SATURDAY 8/6/2016

2:00 PM – 2:50 PM
Suite Program: Forensic Work with Trauma Populations
Presenters: Dawn M Hughes, Ph.D. ABPP & Lisa M. Rocchio, Ph.D.

The forensic assessment of psychological trauma and PTSD requires specialized expertise, especially in the context of complex and serious civil and criminal matters. A competent forensic evaluator is one who possesses a comprehensive understanding of the manifestation of trauma based disorders and co-morbidity, demonstrates a command of the empirical literature, has specialized training in forensic psychology, possesses an understanding of malingering, understands the psycho-legal link to the matter at hand, and is able to effectively educate judges and juries. This suite presentation will describe the practice of forensic psychology where psychological trauma remains the heart of the issue and will be presented by a board certified forensic psychologist and an experienced forensic clinical psychologist both of whom have expertise in abuse and trauma. The workshop details the core principles of a comprehensive forensic evaluation. Practical forensic skills will be addressed such as the initial attorney contact and case assessment, appropriate use of psychological assessments, comprehensive clinical interview, analysis of documents/records, and interviews with collateral sources. The significant differences between a forensic evaluator and treating clinician will be addressed. Case material from actual forensic trauma cases will be utilized.

4:00 PM – 4:50 PM
Business Meeting (in the Blue Spruce Suite)

5:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Suite Social Hour & Mixer
CONVENTION PROGRAMMING

THURSDAY 8/4/2016

8:00 AM - 8:50 AM
Symposium (A): Sexual Trafficking: Understanding and Treatment for Female and Male Children, Adolescents and Adults (ID: 721; CE credits available)
Convention Center Room 102
Co-Listing Divisions: 9, 27, 29, 39, 42, 51, 52, APAGS

Chair
George F. Rhoades, PhD

Participants
Shantae Williams, PsyD
  Title: Mentoring and Coordination of Services for Adolescent and Adult Victims of Sexual Trafficking
George F. Rhoades, PhD
  Title: Prevalence, Etiology, Identification and Treatment of Sexual Trafficking Victims

8:00 AM - 9:50 AM
Symposium (A): Getting the Word Out: Using Theory to Inform Trauma-Related Prevention and Intervention Programs (ID: 448; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 103
Co-Sponsor: 12
Co-Listing Divisions 1, 18, 27, 39, APAGS

Chair
Heather Littleton, PhD

Participants
Heidi Zinzow, PhD
  Title: Using Theory and Data to Inform Sexual Violence Prevention on College Campuses
  Coauthor: Martie Thompson, PhD
Amanda Gilmore, PhD
  Title: A Theoretically-based Intervention to Reduce Sexual Assault Risk among Heavy Drinking College Women
Sarah Ullman, PhD
  Title: Pilot Intervention to Reduce Negative Alcohol-related Social Reactions to Sexual Assault Victims
  Coauthor: Katie Edwards, PhD
Charles Benight, PhD
  Title: Social Cognitive Theory and the Dynamics of Trauma Adaptation
Debra Kaysen, PhD
  Title: Cognitive Processing Therapy in the Democratic Republic of Congo: Moving from RCT to Implementation
9:00 AM – 9:50 AM
Symposium (A): Abuse by Religious Figures: Forensic and Clinical Outcomes (ID: 718; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 401
Co-Listing Divisions: 27, 37, 39

Chair:
Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD

Participants:
Danielle M. McGraw, BA
   Title: Themes in Psychological Research on Psychological Consequences of Clergy Sexual Abuse
   Coauthors: Marjan Ebadi, BA; Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD
Brittany Greenbaum, MA
   Title: Effect of Abuse by Religious Figures on Anxiety, Depression, and Religiosity
   Coauthors: Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD
Marie Ardill, MA
   Title: Forensic Evaluation of Recovered and Continuous Memories of Clergy Sexual Abuse
   Coauthors: Donald C. Olsen, BA; Brandi L. Naish, MA; Constance J Dalenberg, PhD

10:00 AM – 11:50 AM
Convention Center, Room 406
Co-Sponsor: 38
Co-Listing Divisions: 17, 27, 39, 42

Chair:
Terri deRoon-Cassini, PhD

Participants:
Kyle Possemato, PhD
   Title: Primary Care-based Interventions for PTSD: Examples of Working with Military Veterans
Rebecca Anderson, PhD
   Title: Recognition and Treatment of the Chronic Pain Patient with History of Trauma
Terri deRoon-Cassini, PhD
   Title: Screening and Treating Trauma Survivors for PTSD and Depression at a Level 1 Trauma Center

Discussant:
Patricia Robinson, PhD
10:00 AM – 11:50 AM
Symposium (A): Dating Violence Among Understudied Populations: Victimization, Outcomes, Treatment, and Culture (ID: 534)
Convention Center, Room 607
Co-Sponsor: 9
Co-Listing Divisions: 18, 27, 39, 44

Chair:
Carlos A. Cuevas, PhD

Participants:
Carlos A. Cuevas
  Title: Dating Violence Victimization and Perpetration among Latino Youth: Results Using Longitudinal Data
  Coauthor: Chiara Sabina, PhD
Dorothy L. Espelage, PhD
  Title: Teen Dating Violence among Sexual Minority Youth: Correlates with Anxiety and Suicidal Behaviors
Christie J. Rizzo, PhD
  Title: Outcomes for a Targeted DV and HIV/STD Prevention Program for Girls
  Coauthors: Meredith Joppa, PhD; Larry K. Brown, MD; David Barker, PhD
Elizabeth Terrazas-Carrillo, PhD
  Title: Marianismo Beliefs’ Impact on Male and Female’s Attitudes Towards Violence
  Coauthor: Chiara Sabina, PhD

Discussant:
Jeff Temple, PhD

12:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Symposium (A): Trauma and Caregiving: Complicated Situations and Solutions (ID: 446; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 304
Co-Sponsor: 12
Co-Listing Divisions: 20, 27, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43

Chair:
Laura S. Brown, PhD

Participants:
Laura S. Brown, PhD
  Title: How Can I Care for the Person Who Harmed Me: Abuse Survivors as Filial Caregivers
Amy Jak, PhD
  Title: Caregiving for Individuals with Traumatic Brain Injury
Carol Goodheart, PhD
  Title: Children and Teens as Caregivers: Risks and Interventions

Discussant:
Carol Goodheart, PhD
2:00 PM – 3:50 PM
Symposium (A): Assessment and Treatment of Torture Survivors: One Response to the Hoffman Report (ID: 444; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 105
Co-Sponsor: 39
Co-Listing Divisions: 17, 27, 42, 45, APAGS

Chair:
Dean Kilpatrick, PhD

Participants:
Hawthorne Smith, PhD
   Title: Effective Assessment and Interdisciplinary Care Provision for Survivors of Torture
Adeyinka Akinsulure-Smith, PhD
   Title: Treating Torture Survivors: An Integrated Response
Katherine Porterfield, PhD
   Title: Survivors Applying for Asylum: The Nexus Between Clinical and Legal Needs

Discussant:
Dean Kilpatrick, PhD

3:00 PM – 3:50 PM
Symposium (A): Beyond No Harm: Competence Across Biopsychosocial and Existential Domains in the Treatment of Trauma (ID: 719; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 601
Co-Listing Divisions: 12, 17, 27, 39, 49

Chair:
Steven N. Gold, PhD

Participants:
Victoria L. Harris, MD, MPH
   Title: Neurotransmitters in Therapy: Evidence-based Psychopharmacology in Treating Complex Trauma
John C. Norcross, PhD
   Title: Even Moreso: Evidence-based Relationships and Responsiveness in Treating Trauma
Laura S. Brown, PhD
   Title: Belief, Patience, Connection: Relationship Above and Beyond Evidence in Trauma Treatment
FRIDAY 8/5/2016

8:00 AM – 9:50 AM
Symposium (A): Education and Training in Trauma Psychology: From Undergraduate Through Post-Licensure (ID: 77; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Rooms 108 and 110
Co-Listing Divisions: 2, 9, 12, 17, 32, 42

Chair:
Joan M. Cook, PhD

Participants:
Joan M. Cook, PhD
   Title: Guidelines on Trauma Competencies for Education and Training in Psychology
Bethany Brand, PhD
   Title: Teaching Undergraduates About Trauma: Are the Textbooks Accurate?
Lisa M. Brown, PhD
   Title: Using the New Haven Trauma Competencies to Develop a Graduate Clinical Psychology Program
Vanessa Simiola, PsyD
   Title: Availability of Training in Trauma at the Doctoral and Internship Level

Discussant:
Catherine Grus, PhD

8:00 AM – 9:50 AM
Symposium (A): Transforming Genocidal Trauma Into Meaning Making and Forgiveness: Cases from Armenia, Rwanda, and Burundi (ID: 722; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 301
Co-Sponsor: 32
Co-Listing Divisions: 27, 39, 49, 52

Chair:
Ani Kalayjian, EdD

Participants:
William J. Froming, PhD
   Title: Recovery from the Trauma of Genocide in Rwanda
Ani Kalayjian, EdD
   Title: Impact of Ongoing Political Trauma in Palestine
Katrina Selverian, BA
   Title: Generational Transmission of Ottoman Turkish Genocide of Armenians
Julia Manoogian, MSW, MA
   Title: Legacy of Trauma and Second Generation Armenian Survivors of Ottoman Turkish Genocide

Discussant:
Karen Froming, PhD
9:00 AM – 10:50 AM
Symposium (A): *Ethics and Self-Care: Challenges in Treating Trauma* (ID: 443; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 402
Co-Sponsor: 29
Co-Listing Divisions: 12, 18, 27, 39, 42, 43, 44, APAGS

**Chair:**
Jeffrey E. Barnett, PsyD

**Participants:**
Jeffrey E. Barnett, PsyD  
Title: *Real Life Ethics for Trauma Psychotherapists: Caring for Ourselves and Each Other*
Christine A. Courtois, PhD  
Title: *Colleague Betrayal Trauma*

**Discussant:**
Laura S. Brown, PhD

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM
Symposium (A): *Trauma in Context: Community and Law Enforcement Reactions to the Events in Ferguson, Missouri* (ID: 724)
Convention Center, Room 404
Co-Listing Divisions: 1, 9, 27, 39, 45, 46

**Chair:**
Zoe D. Peterson, PhD

**Participants:**
Zoe D. Peterson, PhD  
Title: *Community Member and Law Enforcement Perceptions about the Context of the Violence in Ferguson*
Coauthors: David R. Strasshofer, BA; Tara E. Galovski, PhD
Tara E. Galovski, PhD  
Title: *Gender and Recovery from PTSD Following Community Violence in Ferguson*
Coauthors: David R. Strasshofer, BA; Marin C. Beagley, BA; Zoe D. Peterson, PhD
Marin C. Beagley, MA  
Title: *Trauma Trajectories in Ferguson Residents: The Role of Race, Unemployment, and Poverty*
Coauthors: Zoe D. Peterson, PhD; David R. Strasshofer, BA; Tara E. Galovski, PhD

12:00 PM – 12:50 PM
Poster Session I
Convention Center, Exhibit Hall ABC

**Participants:**
Amy L. Ai, PhD
Title: Childhood Abuse, PTSD, and Substance Abuse in Latino Americans Nationwide  
Coauthors: Jungup Lee, MSW, MA; Henry J. Carretta, PhD, MPH

Emily L. Barnum, MA  
Title: Attachment, Self-Esteem and Subjective Well-Being Among Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse  
Coauthor: Kristin Perrone-McGovern, PhD

Richard Brown, PhD, MS  
Title: Delivery of Trauma-Focused Therapy for Hispanic Immigrant Children in Three NYC Public Schools  
Coauthors: Giuseppe Costantino, Phd; Leib Litman, Phd; Caribel Sanabria, Phd; Von Marie Rodriguez, Phd; Annabelle Lampon, Phd; Liza Feliciano, Phd; Mariam Burgos, MA; Elsa B. Cardalda, Phd; Erminia Costantino, BS; Tomas Cruz, Phd; Larry McReynolds, MPH

Floyd W. Cole, MS  
Title: Trauma and PTSD in Transgender/Gender Nonspecific Population Versus Cisgender Sexual Minorities  
Coauthors: Elin Ovrebo, PhD; Hannah Emery, MA; Leslie Turner, BA; Madeline R. Stenersen, MS; Katie Antes, BA; Casey Brasfield, BS

Su-Ying Chung, MS  
Title: Emotional Memory and Neuropsychological Function in Female Victims of Domestic Violence with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder  
Coauthor: Huang-Chih Fran Chou, PhD

Adrian B. Egger, MA  
Title: How Sexually Trafficked Victims and Survivors Experience Hope and Resilience  
Coauthors: Winston Seegobin, PsyD; Nancy Thurston, PsyD; Kathleen Gathercoal, PhD; Andrea Rabie, MA

Cere G. Fingerhut, PhD  
Title: Moral Injury in Veterans: A Pilot Study of the Effectiveness of a Group Intervention  
Coauthors: Jason R. Goldstein, PhD; Bryan D. Goudelock, PhD

Justin R. Gauthier, MA  
Title: Moral Injury and the Justice-Involved Veteran  
Co-Author: Merith Cosden, PhD

Erin Glackin, MA  
Title: Convergent Validity of Assessment Methods for Preschoolers’ Exposure to Trauma  
Co-Authors: Sarah A.O. Gray, PhD; Danielle Forbes, PhD; Amy Heberle, MA; Alice S. Carter, PhD

Sarah J. Harsey, MS  
Title: Perpetrator Responses to Victim Confrontation: DARVO and Victim Self-Blame  
Co-Authors: Eileen L. Zurbriggen, PhD; Jennifer J. Freyd, PhD, University of Oregon

Joshua C. Hunt, PhD  
Title: Examining the Factor Structure of the PCL-5 Among Acutely Injured Single- Incident Trauma Survivors  
Co-Author: Terri deRoon-Cassini, PhD

Lacy E. Jamison, BA  
Title: Examining Relationships Amidst Childhood Polyvictimization and Young Adult Intimate Partner Violence  
Co-Authors: Kathryn H. Howell, PhD; Laura E. Schwartz, BS; Laura E. Miller-Graff, PhD

Bridanda Quinones, BA  
Title: Transforming Violence Against Women Abolishing Femicides Around the World  
Co-Author: Ani Kalayjian, EdD

YoungShin Kang, PhD
Title: The Effects of Collectivistic Tendency and Vicarious Grief on Psychological Maladjustment
Co-Authors: HyeJi Lee, MA; JiEun Park, BA

Moriah A. Kearney, BS
Title: Loneliness As a Moderator Between Trauma Type and Posttraumatic Growth

Minsu Kim, BA
Title: PTSD Among North Korean Defectors in South Korea: Comorbidity and Risk Factors
Co-Authors: Kristen F. Sun, MA; Lisa M. Brown, PhD

Ibrahim A. Kira, PhD
Title: Trauma Proliferation and Stress Generation Dynamics and Their Implications for Clinical Science: Three Studies
Co-Authors: Jeffrey S. Ashby, PhD; Sara Karaga, MS; Linda Lewandowski, PhD; Hanaa Shuwiekh, PhD

Seint Kokokyi, MA
Title: Health Care Experiences of Trauma Survivors in Canada
Co-Authors: Bridget Klest, PhD; Miranda Reid

Megan L. Kuhl, BS
Title: Posttraumatic Stress and Alcohol-Related Negative Consequences Among College Students
Co-Authors: Güler Boyraz, PhD; Marcus A. Cherry, MS; Samantha Aarstad-Martin, MS; Cody Cloud, MS; Lindsey M. Shamp, MA; Sarah A. McConnell, MS

Shane T.W. Kuhlman, BA
Title: Unmet Interpersonal Needs Are Associated With Attitudes Toward Intimate Partner Violence
Co-Author: Phillip N. Smith, PhD

Kin Cheung (George) Lee, PhD, MA
Title: Traditional Buddhist Interventions for Trauma: What Is Beyond Mindfulness?
Co-Authors: Alice Oh, BA; Qianru Zhao, MA, BS; Shiyun Chen, BA; Fang-Yi Wu, MA, BA

Danielle J. Lewis, MS
Title: Childhood Emotional Abuse and Neglect and Substance Use Outcomes: A Systematic Review
Co-Authors: Shirley Franco, MS; Scott M. Hyman, PhD; Robyn N. Schroeder, MS; Christina M. Escuder, MS

Rebecca B. Lieberman, BA
Title: Meaning Making of the Sudden Death of a Classmate Through Memorialization
Co-Authors: Amanda B. Smith, MA; Thomas P. Demaria, PhD

Megan M. Loew, MS
Title: The Whole Is Greater Than Its Parts: Combined PTSD Symptoms Predict Suicidality Scores Within Inmates
Co-Authors: Douglas C. Strohmer, PhD; Rosalie Daigle, PhD; Mae-Lynn Germany, MS; Sarah T. Loew

Sylvia Marotta-Walters, PhD
Title: Autonomy As a Protective Factor for Moral Injury in Combat Veterans
Co-Author: Shari Matray

Crosby A. Modrowski, MS
Title: Trauma Exposure Onset and Duration Differentially Predict PTSD Symptoms in Detained Adolescents
Co-Authors: Michaela M. Mozley, BA; Patricia K. Kerig, PhD

Jill M. Morris, MA
Title: An Evaluation of the Women's Program: A Longitudinal Study With Sorority Women
Title: Transforming User Satisfaction Tools Into Transcultural Mental Health Service Provision for Refugees  
Co-Author: Gillian Hughes, PhD

4:00 PM – 4:50 PM  
Invited Address with Shaka Senghor: One Survivor’s Quest to Get the Trauma Psychology Word Out (ID 169)  
Sheraton Denver Hotel, Grand Ballroom 2

5:00 PM – 5:50 PM  
Invited Address: A Past Presidential Panel on Getting the Word Out on Trauma (ID: 218)  
Sheraton Denver Hotel, Grand Ballroom 2  
Co-Listing Divisions: 1, 27, 39

Chair:  
Joan M. Cook

Participants:  
Judith L. Alpert, PhD  
Robert Geffner, PhD  
Steven N. Gold, PhD  
Laura S. Brown, PhD  
Christine A. Courotis, PhD  
Terence Keane, PhD  
Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD  
Kathleen Kendall-Tackett, PhD  
Beth Rom Rymer, PhD  
Joan M. Cook, PhD

6:00 PM – 7:50 PM  
Social Hour and Awards: 10th Anniversary and Celebration  
Sheraton Denver Hotel, Grand Ballroom 2
SATURDAY 8/6/16

8:00 AM – 8:50 AM
Symposium (A): Responding to Disasters: Culture and Communication (ID: 720; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 111
Co-Listing Divisions: 9, 18, 27, 39, 52

Chair:
Priscilla Dass-Brailsford, EdD

Participants:
Whitney Stewart, MSW
   Title: Cultural Considerations for Behavioral Health Professionals in the Aftermath of Disasters
Daniel D. Deane, MA
   Title: Improving Communication During a Public Health Crisis: Increasing Compliance Among Latinos
Amelia Simmons, MA
   Title: Psychological First Aid: Cultural Strategies, Actions, and Responses

Discussant:
Priscilla Dass-Brailsford, EdD

9:00 AM – 10:50 AM
Symposium (A): Helping Veterans with Reintegration and Recovery in Community Settings (ID: 104; CE credits available)
Convention Center Room 303
Co-Sponsor: 19
Co-Listing Divisions: 12, 18, 20, 27, 39, 42, 43

Co-Chairs:
Sonya Norman, PhD
Joan M. Cook, PhD

Participants:
Ann Landes, PhD
   Title: And After the War...? The Challenges of Reintegration
Claire Collie, PhD
   Title: Treatment Planning and Engagement With Veteran Clients
Barbara Van Dahlen, PhD
   Title: Creating Community-Based Coordinated Systems of Care for Those Who Served
Sonya Norman, PhD
   Title: Resources for Veterans and the Providers Who Care for Them

Discussant:
Terence Keane, PhD
11:00 AM – 12:50 PM
Convention Center, Room 405
Co-Sponsor: 35
Co-Listing Divisions: 9, 27, 39, 42, 43, 52

Chair:
Carl F. Auerbach, PhD

Participants:
Greg Lewis, PsyD
   Title: Working With Traumatized Syrian Refugees at the Za’atari Refugee Camp
Adeyinka Akinsulue-Smith,, PhD
   Title: Top 10 Lessons Working With Forced Migrants From Around the World
Cynthia de las Fuentes, PhD
   Title: The Roles of Psychologists Working With Latin American Asylum Seekers
Barbara F. Streets, PhD
   Title: Expert Helpers in Haiti: Competencies With Women, Children, and Families
William Salton, PhD
   Title: Training Graduate Students to Work With Refugees: Central America, Africa, China
   Co-Author: Teresa Woods, JD, Yeshiva University

Discussant:
Elizabeth Carll, PhD

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Symposium (A): Novel Solutions to Prevent Interpersonal Violence Among Youth: Recent Findings and Future Directions (ID: 723; CE credits available)
Convention Center, Room 102
Co-Listing Divisions: 12, 18, 20, 27, 39, 42, 43

Cochairs:
Katie M. Edwards, PhD
Kara Anne E. Rodenhizer-Stampfli, MA

Participants:
Dorothy L. Espelage, PhD
   Title: Evaluating a Randomized Trial of a Gender-Enhanced Middle School Violence Prevention Program
   Co-Authors: Cassandra Colbert, BS; Todd D. Little, PhD; Matthew King, BS; Tatiana Carter, MSW
Lindsay M. Orchowski, PhD
   Title: Preventing Sexual Assault Among High School Teens: A Pilot Evaluation of Your Voice Your View
   Co-Authors: Sandra Malone, MS; Deborah Pearlman, PhD; Christie J. Rizzo, PhD; Caron Zlotnick, PhD; Dan Oesterle, BS; George Andoscia, BS; Colby Lokey, MS; Natasha Latzman, PhD; Erica Spies, PhD
Katie M. Edwards, PhD
   Title: Outcomes of a High School Dating and Sexual Violence Bystander Prevention Program
Co-Authors: Victoria L. Banyard, PhD; Robert P. Eckstein, PsyD; Ellen Haynes, BA; Caroline Leyva, MPA; Kimberly Mitchell, PhD; Kelly M. Palmer, BA; Kara Anne E. Rodenhizer-Stampfli, MA; Stephanie N. Sessarego, MA; Linda Stanley, PhD

Heather M. Bush, PhD
Title: Evaluation of a Bystander Intervention Among High School Students: The Role of Bystanding Behaviors
Co-Authors: Ann L. Coker, PhD, MPH; Candace Brancato, MS; Emily R. Clear, MPH; Eileen A. Recktenwald, MSW

Discussant:
Christine A. Gidycz, PhD

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM
Poster Session II
Convention Center, Exhibit Hall ABC

Participants:
Naji Abi-Hashem, PhD
Title: Resiliency Among Syrian Refugees in Lebanon: Sociocultural and Psychospiritual Factors of Survival

Marie Ardill, MA
Title: Methods of Defining Childhood Physical Abuse in the Psychological Literature
Co-Authors: Brittany Greenbaum, MA; Marjan Ebadi, BA; Danielle M. McGraw, BA; Donald C. Olsen, BA; Brandi L. Naish, MA; Noah P. Bussell, MA; Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD

Dori Brender, BA
Title: Where It All Began: First Responders Return to Ground Zero
Co-Authors: Jenae Richardson, BA; Alecia Jarvis, MA; Lauren Tavera, MEd, MA; Thomas P. Demaria, PhD, LIU Post

Brian D. Bruijn, BA
Title: Levels of PTSD in Human Trafficking and Prostitution Victims
Co-Authors: Madeline R. Stenersen, MS; Elin Ovrebo, PhD; Caroline E. Schratz, BA; Ishita Pareek, BS

Bridget O. Cho, MA
Title: Self-Reported Tornado Exposure and Geographical Information Systems
Co-Authors: Eric M. Vernberg, PhD; John E. Lochman, PhD; Michelle Hendrickson, MA; Kathleen I. Diaz, BA, University of Kansas; Matthew A. Jarrett, PhD; Francesca Kassing, BA

Maria Crespo, PhD
Title: Analysis of Trauma Narratives: Presentation of a Linguistic Coding System
Co-Authors: Violeta Fernandez-Lansac, MS; Carmen Soberon, MS; M. Mar Gomez, PhD

Christopher R. DeCou, MS
Title: The Validity and Reliability of the Trauma Symptoms Checklist for Children Among Adolescent Inpatients
Co-Authors: Danielle Correll; Stephanie C. Babbitt, MS; Shannon M. Lynch, PhD

Heather M. Duong, MA
Title: PTSD Treatment Outcomes of Veterans With Co-Occurring Substance Use Disorders
Co-Authors: Craig S. Rosen, PhD; Quyen Tiet, PhD

Justin Q. Fang, BA
Title: Religiosity As a Moderator of the Relationship Between Traumatic Events and PTSD Severity
Co-Authors: S. Jean Caraway, PhD; Noah N. Emery, MS; Michael K. Webb, BS
Cassi D. Franklin, BA
Title: Moral Injury: A Review of the Literature and Call to Action
Marie-Helene Gosselin, MS
Title: Impact of Social Support on Posttraumatic Growth in Organ Recipients
Co-Authors: Jennifer A. Campbell, BS; Cori I. Preble Zdebel, BA; Michele Harway, PhD; Maureen K. Lassen, PhD
Melissa E. Houser, PhD
Title: Evaluating the Effectiveness of an Adjunctive Group Yoga Intervention As Trauma Treatment for Adolescent Girls
Co-Author: Cynthia McRae, PhD
Ibrahim A. Kira, PhD
Title: Is Complicated Birth One of the Early Childhood Traumas? A Framework for Birthing Trauma, Its Impacts and Proliferation
Co-Authors: Linda Lewandowski, PhD; Lisa Chiodo, PhD; Andreas Laddis, MD
Margaret S. Lorenzetti, MS
Title: A Comparison of Sleep Disorders Among Individualistic and Collectivistic Populations Having PTSD
Co-Authors: William Dorfman, PhD; John E. Lewis, PhD
Chelsey Mahler, MS
Title: Compassion Fatigue Among Mental Health Professionals Treating Sex Trafficking Victims
Co-Authors: Giselle Gaviara, MS; Natalie Sarachaga-Barato, MA, MS; Ryan Black, PhD; Lenore E. Walker, EdD
Lisa D. Marceau, MPH
Title: Evaluating Clinicians’ Use of a Web-Based Training in Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for PTSD
Co-Authors: Julia L. Coleman, BA; Benjamin C. Graham, PhD; Ashley Wilkinson, MPH; Bernet Kato, PhD; Raymond Rosen, PhD; Josef I. Ruzek, PhD
Maleia Mathis, MA, MEd
Title: Risk and Resilience After Adverse Childhood Experiences: Discrimination Versus Support
Co-Author: Kelly Morton, PhD
Melissa Mendoza, PsyD
Title: Predictors of Posttraumatic Growth Among Combat Veterans
Ka Yan Danise Mok, MA
Title: After Political Violence: Psychological Adjustment Among Adolescents and Young Adults in Hong Kong
Co-Authors: Nathan Rhees; Jon Cox, PhD; G.E. Kawika Allen, PhD
Anneke Olson
Title: Young Children, Parents, and Trauma Exposure: A Systematic Literature Review
Co-Authors: Lily Zmachinski; Sarah A.O. Gray, PhD
Ana I. Orejuela-Dávila, MA
Title: The Impact of Emotional Suppression and Reappraisal on Distress and Posttraumatic Growth
Co-Authors: Sara M. Levens, PhD; Nicole M. Hilaire, MS; Richard G. Tedeschi, PhD; Arnie Cann, PhD
Kelly M. Palmer, BA
Title: Agency to Resist Future Victimization Among Adult Female Trauma Survivors: A Descriptive Study
Co-Authors: Stephanie N. Sessarego, MA; Katie M. Edwards, PhD; Sharon B. Murphy, PhD

Mackenzie Peake, MA
Title: Preliminary Findings of Childhood Maltreatment and Working Memory With and Without Social Stimuli
Co-Authors: Eric Peterson, PhD; Marilyn C. Welsh, PhD; Kathryn LaFary, MA; Courtney Graves, BA; Andrea E. Alvarado, BA

Kristen M. Reinhardt, MS
Title: Is Lower Trait Mindfulness Related to Betrayal Trauma Exposure?
Co-Author: Jennifer J. Freyd, PhD

Aquila Richardson, MA
Title: The Relationship Among History of Trauma, Discharge Factors, and Psychiatric Hospital Recidivism
Co-Authors: Sarah Schubmehl, MA, Med; Gregory E. Katzen, MS; Raquel Osorno, MS; Jennifer Bielenberg, MS; Aviva McPerson, MA; Melissa O'Donnell, MS; Samuel H. Barkin, MA; David S. Sugarbaker, MS, MPH; Doug Cort, PhD

Josh Rinker, PsyD
Title: The Relationship Between Emotional Intelligence and PTSD Symptoms in Firefighters and EMS Personnel
Co-Author: Janna Henning, PsyD, JD, Adler University

Ashley E. Sanford, MA
Title: Trauma-Related Distress and Growth Among Pregnant and Postpartum Women in Residential Treatment
Co-Author: Merith Cosden, PhD

Nicholas R. Schumann, MS
Title: Predictors of PTSD in a Sample of Injured Trauma Survivors: Do Race/Ethnicity and Method of Injury Matter?
Co-Authors: Joshua C. Hunt, PhD; Terri deRoon-Cassini, PhD

Nicole A. Sciarrino, MA
Title: Neglect and Family of Origin in Childhood Sexual Abuse Survivors: Validity for the Neglect Scale
Co-Authors: Amy E. Ellis, PhD; Steven N. Gold, PhD

Caroline M. Segal, MA
Title: Interpersonal Sensitivity, Friendship, and Posttraumatic Stress Among Victims of Child Maltreatment
Co-Author: Ellen Flannery-Schroeder, PhD, University of Rhode Island

Angela Sekely, BA
Title: Factor Analysis of the Trauma Symptom Inventory Using a Military Sample
Co-Authors: Julia C. Daugherty, MA; Hana C. Kuwabara, BA; Andrea M. Mejia, MA; Antonio E. Puente, PhD; Cuixian Chen, PhD; Yishi Wang, PhD

Young Seok Seo, PhD
Title: Korean Racial/Ethnic Minority Adolescents’ Recovery and Growth From Discrimination-Related Trauma
Co-Authors: Keun Young Baek, MA; Sang Hak Lee, MA; Jung Yoon Lee, MA; In Chi Hwang, BA

Raluca M. Simons, PhD
Title: Effects of Lability on Within-Person Associations Between PTSD Symptoms and DSM-IV Alcohol Dependency
Co-Authors: Jeffrey S. Simons, PhD; Carol O'Brien, PhD; Scott F. Stoltenberg, PhD; Jessica A. Keith, PhD; Jaime Hudson, PhD
Amanda B. Smith, MA  
**Title:** Oral and Written Narratives of 9/11 First Responders  
Co-Authors: Stephanie Lawrence; Alecia Jarvis, MA; Thomas P. Demaria, PhD

Maria Usacheva, BA  
**Title:** Mothers’ Child Abuse History, Domestic Violence, and Subsequent Child Abuse  
Co-Authors: Laura Walters, BA; Deanna Boys, MA; Susan G. Timmer, PhD

Julie Vieselmeyer, MA, MS  
**Title:** Trauma Proximity and Ruminative Response Styles Contribute to Posttraumatic Outcomes  
Co-Authors: Jana DeSimone, BA; Kaitlin Harding, MS; Amy Mezulis, PhD

Aundreah Walenski  
**Title:** The Influence of Experiencing Multiple Life Stressors Following the 3.11 Earthquake on Posttraumatic Growth  
Co-Authors: Shelby Seybourn; Leah R. McDiarmid, BA; Kanako Taku, PhD

Barat J. Wolfe, PhD  
**Title:** Relationship Building As a Tool for Recovery: A Role for Survivors, Providers, and Communities  
Co-Author: Tara Mantler, PhD

Emily Wynsma, MA  
**Title:** The Correlation Between Resiliency and Locus of Control in Bolivian Street Adolescents  
Co-Authors: Ezekiel N. Sanders, MA; Shaun Davis, MA; Elizabeth Grace, MA; Mary A. Peterson, PhD

**SUNDAY 8/7/16**

**8:00 AM - 9:50 AM**  
Symposium (A): Psychotherapy and Trauma Web-Based Resources for Providers and Patients (ID: 445; CE credits available)  
Convention Center, Room 102  
Co-Sponsor: 12  
Co-Listing Divisions: 9, 17, 18, 27, 29, 37, 39, 41

**Chair:**  
Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD

**Participants:**  
Constance J. Dalenberg, PhD  
**Title:** Quality of Anxiety and PTSD-Relevant Mental Health Apps Available to the Public

Josef I. Ruzek, PhD  
**Title:** Web- and Phone-Based Resources for Mental Health Professionals

Charles C. Benight, PhD  
**Title:** Web-Based Mental Health Interventions for Trauma: What We Don't Know Can Hurt Us

**Discussant:**  
Dean Kilpatrick, PhD
12:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Symposium (A): Forensic Practice With Vulnerable Populations: The Victim-Victimizer-Victim Cycle
(ID: 533)
Convention Center, Room 104
Co-Sponsor: 9
Co-Listing Divisions: 27, 39, 41, 42, 43, 51

Chair:
Steven N. Gold, PhD

Participants:
Steven N. Gold, PhD
  Title: Adverse Childhood Experiences in the Histories of Death Penalty Defendants
Thema Bryant-Davis, PhD
  Title: Breakout: Factors Affecting Recovery for Incarcerated Black and Latina Women
Kenton Kirby, MSW
  Title: Providing Trauma-Informed Care for Young Men of Color in Urban Communities
David Clohessy, BA
  Title: Unique Factors in Clergy Sexual Abuse and Exploitation

Discussant:
Laura S. Brown, PhD